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Abstract

Three samples of Rothbach sandstone cored perpendicular, obliquely (45�) and parallel to the bedding were triaxially compacted at 140 MPa
effective pressure. X-ray radiographs were acquired before and after the experiment, and two-dimensional digital image correlation (DIC) was
used to map out the spatial distribution of compactive strain in these samples and investigate the effect of the bedding on the development of
strain localization. Our technique could resolve the spatial distribution of strains on the order of 10�3, and DIC of X-ray radiographs of the three
samples underscores different modes of localization. While diffuse compaction bands and compactive shear bands developed in the samples
perpendicular and oblique to bedding, relatively homogenous compaction was observed in the sample cored parallel to bedding. The strain pat-
terns inferred from 2D DIC were confirmed by complementary microstructural study including quantitative characterization of crack density.
This feasibility study demonstrates the potential of extending this technique to higher resolutions using 3D X-ray CT data of triaxially com-
pressed rock samples.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Strain localization occurs over a broad range of length
scales, from centimeter-sized laboratory samples all the way
up to crustal fault zones extending over hundreds of kilome-
ters. While laboratory studies under controlled conditions of
stress and pore pressure have already provided useful insights
into the mechanics of strain localization (Paterson and Wong,
2005), before one extrapolates to natural settings it is essential
to also have complementary observations on the deformation
mechanisms and geometric complexity associated with the de-
velopment of strain localization.
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X-ray imaging is a powerful nondestructive technique for
characterizing density distribution in geomaterials. When ac-
quired on the same object along various angles, the resulting
series of images (or views) can be used to reconstruct a 3D
volume of the sample studied. Such a technique, known as
X-ray computed tomography (CT), has recently been used in
many geologic applications (Lindquist et al., 2000; Arns
et al., 2001, 2002; Renard et al., 2004; Fredrich et al.,
2006). The void space in porous rock significantly perturbs
the attenuation within a volume element, and accordingly
CT data can be used to infer the spatial distribution of porosity
(Wellington and Vinegar, 1987; Ketcham and Iturrino, 2005).
Depending on the resolution, a voxel may be totally or par-
tially embedded within a pore or even comprise several pores.
Many studies have been conducted using conventional medical
CT, which typically has a spatial resolution on the order of
1 mm. These studies (e.g. Raynaud et al., 1989; Kawakata
et al., 1999; Bésuelle et al., 2003) have focused on character-
izing the damage evolution related to shear localization during
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dilatant failure. In contrast, relatively little research has been
performed using either ‘‘industrial’’ CT (with resolution
w0.1 mm) or microtomography to map out damage distribu-
tion in deformed and failed rock samples (Viggiani et al.,
2004; Lenoir, 2006).

In a recent study (Louis et al., 2005), X-ray CT-measure-
ment with sub-millimeter resolution was employed to image
compactant cataclastic structures and investigate the develop-
ment of discrete compaction bands in Diemelstadt sandstone.
To map out the strain localization features, a statistical tech-
nique was developed which hinges on the observation that
inelastic compaction in a porous sandstone (primarily involv-
ing grain crushing and pore collapse) would homogenize the
spatial distribution of X-ray attenuation, and accordingly the
local damage intensity can be inferred from the dispersion
coefficient (standard deviation normalized by the mean) of
the CT-values in an elemental volume made up of multiple
voxels. By mapping out localized zones with relatively low
dispersion coefficients as proxies for compaction bands, the
geometric attributes such as the thickness and tortuosity of
compaction bands in Diemelstadt sandstone were quantified
and demonstrated to be in good agreement with microstruc-
tural observations.

However, Louis et al. (2005) also emphasized that such
a dispersion analysis is useful for mapping out localized com-
paction in a deformed sample only if the rock initially does not
have strong heterogeneities such as bedding foliation. Using
Rothbach sandstone as an example they showed that thin lam-
ination of relatively high density pervasive in this rock is man-
ifested by appreciable reduction of dispersion coefficient,
which would significantly complicate the identification of
compaction bands also associated with lower dispersion coef-
ficients. Hence, a fundamentally different approach needs to
be formulated to characterize strain localization in such
a rock with initial heterogeneities.

Digital image correlation is a technique that has been
widely used in experimental mechanics to map out the spatial
distribution of strain measured by moiré fringe, speckle inter-
ferometry, and recently X-ray CT (Chu et al., 1985; Bruck
et al., 1989; Bay et al., 1999; Wang and Cuitiño, 2002). Since
it hinges on the correlation between the digital image of an un-
deformed sample and that acquired after the same sample had
undergone deformation, the technique can only be employed
in conjunction with a nondestructive imaging system. An im-
portant advantage of this technique is that it can be applied to
materials which are strongly anisotropic and heterogeneous.
To our knowledge, limited DIC studies have been conducted
on geomaterials in conjunction with X-ray imaging (Bhandari
and Inoue, 2005; Lenoir, 2006) and none characterizing com-
pactive strain localization. The first objective of this study was
to evaluate the relevance of this technique to mapping out
compaction localization in Rothbach sandstone using X-ray
imaging. Our data set consists of X-ray radiographs (planar
projection of the whole specimen attenuation characteristics)
of the undeformed and deformed samples. Since a single im-
age was used at each stage of deformation, it may be consid-
ered as a zeroth order tomography. This is meant to be used as
a feasibility study of future investigations on localized com-
paction with multi-sliced X-ray CT data. The other objective
was to characterize the effect of bedding foliation on the fail-
ure mode in sandstone. Rothbach sandstone samples cored in
three different orientations relative to the bedding were inves-
tigated. The failure modes imaged by X-ray radiography and
two-dimensional DIC were compared with microstructural ob-
servations on petrographic thin sections.

2. Sample preparation and X-ray radiography

Rothbach sandstone has a nominal porosity of 20.0% and
average grain radius of 110 mm. Its modal composition is
68% quartz, 16% feldspar, 3% oxides and micas and about
6% clays. Our samples were cored from the block studied
by Baud et al. (2004). The sample RotQ3 was cored along
an axis at 45� to the bedding, and the samples RotH4 and
RotP3 were cored parallel and perpendicular to the bedding,
respectively. All samples were cylindrical, with diameter of
18.4 mm and length 38.1 mm. After they had been cored these
samples were sent to the High-Resolution CT Facility at the
University of Texas at Austin for imaging, and subsequently
these samples were used for mechanical deformation
experiments.

The mechanical tests were conducted following the meth-
odology of Wong et al. (1997). The jacketed samples were sat-
urated with distilled water and deformed in the conventional
triaxial configuration at room temperature under drained con-
ditions at fixed pore pressure of 10 MPa and nominal axial
strain rate of 1.3� 10�5 s�1. Acoustic emission (AE) activity
was monitored during these experiments. After the deformed
samples were unloaded and retrieved from the pressure vessel,
the jackets were carefully removed and the samples were ex-
posed to the atmosphere for several weeks. The nominally
dry samples were then sent to Austin for a second round of
imaging.

The High-Resolution CT Facility there employs a 200 kV
microfocal X-ray source capable of a <10 mm focal spot
size, and our data were typically acquired with the source at
a peak energy of 180 kV. The methodology for data acquisi-
tion and analysis was as described by Ketcham and Carlson
(2001). In this pilot study, we concentrated on correlation of
2D radiographs which can be conveniently compared with mi-
crostructural observations on thin sections. As described in
Fig. 1, radiographs with pixel size 21.24 mm were obtained
by lighting the specimen with a planar X-ray beam at regular
intervals along its symmetry axis. The plane of the radiograph
was chosen so that it is parallel to the plane formed by the
specimen symmetry axis and the dip line of the bedding.
Given the strong bedding in the Rothbach sandstone, the
pre-existing heterogeneity in local porosity or effective density
along the x-direction (Fig. 1) is expected to be small relative to
that in the y- or z-directions. If the bedding also exerts strong
influence on the failure mode and development of strain local-
ization, then it is plausible that the spatial variation of strain
concentrates on the ( y, z) plane in the failed samples.
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Since X-ray attenuation increases with increasing atomic
number (if it is predominately due to photoelectric and Comp-
ton effects), the X-ray attenuation in a porosity-free material is
dependent on the solid grain mineralogy, whereas in a porous
rock the void space significantly lowers this attenuation and
leads to partial volume effects (Ketcham, 2005) with attenua-
tion values that are determined by the respective proportions
of matrix and void space enclosed in the voxels. This particular-
ity has been used to infer the spatial distribution of porosity and
for some cases calibrations performed on porous rocks and soils

Fig. 1. Acquisition of X-ray radiographs and choice of the projection plane for

a sample with strong bedding lamination inclined at an angle to the axial di-

rection. Radiographs are typically acquired using a 2D fan beam across which

the specimen is translated to image successive levels. Here the plane of the ra-

diograph is perpendicular to the bedding strike (X ) and the in-plane resolution

(along Y and Z axes on the radiograph) is 21.24 mm.
(Vinegar et al., 1991; Desrues et al., 1996) have established lin-
ear relationship between X-ray attenuation and local density.

3. Mechanical data and failure mode

In this paper we will use the convention with compressive
stresses and compactive strains taken as positive. We will de-
note the maximum and minimum (compressive) principal
stresses by s1 and s3, respectively. The pore pressure will be
denoted by Pp, and the difference Pc� Pp between the confin-
ing pressure (Pc¼ s2¼ s3) and pore pressure will be referred
to as the ‘‘effective pressure’’ Peff. The effective mean stress
(s1þ 2s3)/3� Pp will be denoted by P and the differential
stress s1� s3 by Q.

Bésuelle et al. (2003) deformed 15 Rothbach sandstone
samples (cored perpendicular to bedding) at effective pres-
sures ranging from 5 MPa to 130 MPa. In Fig. 2 selected
data from this previous study for the differential stress as
a function of axial strain are shown, together with our data
for samples RotP5 and RotP3 (imaged by radiography) both
cored perpendicular to bedding at effective pressures of
10 MPa and 130 MPa, respectively. At effective pressure up
to 20 MPa, the mechanical response and failure mode were
typical of the brittle faulting regime. The differential stress at-
tained a peak, beyond which strain softening was observed
(Fig. 2a). At effective pressures of 40 MPa and higher, a sam-
ple would show shear-enhanced compaction (Wong et al.,
1997) that initiated at the yield stress C*, beyond which the
data for effective mean stress as a function of porosity change
(Fig. 2b) would show an accelerated decrease in volume in
comparison to the hydrostat. A surge in AE activity was com-
monly observed beyond C*. While visual examination of the
samples that had undergone shear-enhanced compaction did
not reveal features that would suggest strain localization, the
X-ray data presented in this study could resolve localized
structures that had actually developed in the interior of sample
RotP3.
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Fig. 2. (a) Differential stress versus axial strain for water saturated samples of Rothbach sandstone cored perpendicular to the bedding and deformed triaxially at

effective pressures ranging from 5 MPa to 130 MPa. Data are from Bésuelle et al. (2003), except for the two experiments at 10 MPa and 130 MPa effective pressure

which are from this study. (b) Effective mean stress versus volumetric strain in the Rothbach sandstone for four different values of effective pressure showing the

transition from dilatant brittle faulting to shear-enhanced compaction. For reference, the hydrostat is shown as a dashed curve. The initial yield stresses C 0 for the

onset of shear-induced dilation and C* for the onset of shear-enhanced compaction are indicated by the arrows for the experiments at effective pressure 10 MPa and

55 MPa, respectively.
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The effect of bedding on the brittle strength and compactive
yield stress in sandstones was analyzed by Baud et al. (2005),
who concluded that there is an overall trend for the strengths
and yield stresses of samples cored perpendicular to the bed-
ding to be higher than those parallel to the bedding. To inves-
tigate the influence of the bedding on the development of
strain localization associated with compactive failure in Roth-
bach sandstone, the samples RotP3, RotQ3 and RotH4 were
triaxially compressed at the same pressure conditions
(140 MPa confining pressure and 10 MPa pore pressure) to ax-
ial strains of w3%. The differential stress and AE rate as func-
tions of axial strain for these tests are presented in Fig. 3aec.
The effective mean stress as a function of porosity change is
shown in Fig. 3d. The stressestrain curves for the three sam-
ples cored in three different directions are qualitatively similar
in that they all show strain hardening and shear-enhanced
compaction beyond the compactive yield strength C* (marked
in the figures). However, there seem to be subtle differences in
the AE activity. While at least two upsurges in AE activity
were observed for the other two samples, AE activity was al-
most constant in the sample RotH4 (cored parallel to bedding)
when stressed to beyond C*. In light of the conclusion of Baud
et al. (2004) that such differences in AE activity may signify
differences in failure mode, the data suggest the possibility
that these samples cored in different orientations may have
failed by different modes of strain localization.

4. Digital correlation of radiographs

Digital radiographs acquired in the sample RotP3 before
and after triaxial compression are shown in Fig. 4a (raw im-
ages) and Fig. 4b (after X-ray lighting correction and selection
of the working window). Unlike in typical X-ray CT images,
the data here were not processed and the gray level range rep-
resents the total amount of radiation that passed through the
sample. Therefore, the more attenuating a zone, the darker it
appears on the image (while the opposite is usually observed
in X-ray CT images). The images for the undeformed and de-
formed states show almost identical patterns of heterogene-
ities, with subparallel arrays of relatively dense sedimentary
layers. Since the spatial distribution of CT-value is dominated
by bedding heterogeneity, the density changes associated with
potential strain localization in the deformed sample cannot be
readily resolved. In this study, we attempted to map out the
strain pattern by comparing the images for the undeformed
and deformed states using digital image correlation (DIC).
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Fig. 3. (a)e(c) Differential stress and rate of acoustic emission as function of axial strain for three samples of Rothbach sandstone triaxially compressed at 130 MPa

effective pressure. The samples were cored (a) perpendicular, (b) 45� and (c) parallel to the bedding. (d) Effective mean stress versus volumetric strain for the three

samples. For reference, the hydrostat is shown as a dashed curve. The yield stresses C* for the onset of shear-enhanced compaction are indicated.
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Fig. 4. (a) Digital radiographs of the Rothbach sample RotP3 (perpendicular to bedding) before and after triaxial compression. (b) The same images after correction

from the transverse lighting fluctuation (due to change in thickness) and selection of the working window. The procedure followed for DIC consists in sampling

short stripes in the image of the undeformed sample and determining its new vertical position in the image of the deformed sample.
DIC is used to infer an inelastic displacement field from
two digital images of the same object acquired before and after
a deformation increment has been applied. This technique has
been applied extensively to characterize the deformation and
failure in engineering materials. The basic principles of DIC
and an overview of its applications were presented by Bruck
et al. (1989) and Sutton et al. (2000), respectively. DIC was
also used to probe the nucleation and development of damage
in synthetic (Russell and Sutton, 1989; Bastawros et al., 2000;
Wattrisse et al., 2001) and biomedical (Bay et al., 1999; Wang
and Cuitiño, 2002) materials, and more recently in geomateri-
als (Rechenmacher and Finno, 2004; Bhandari and Inoue,
2005; Lenoir, 2006).

Consider a subset of neighboring pixels on the radiograph
in the undeformed sample. With reference to the coordinate
system shown in Fig. 1, the initial coordinates of an arbitrary
point located within this subset of pixels are denoted by ( y,z),
and the gray level that corresponds to its CT-value is denoted
by F( y,z). In the deformed sample the displaced coordinates
and the corresponding gray level from CT-measurement will
be denoted by ( y*,z*) and G( y*,z*), respectively. If the dis-
placement field of the point located at the center of the se-
lected subset of pixels is denoted by (v,w), then the
coordinates ( y,z) of the arbitrary point in the undeformed state
and the corresponding point ( y*,z*) in the deformed state are
related by:

y� ¼ yþ vþ vv

vy
Dyþ vv

vz
Dz

z� ¼ zþwþ vw

vy
Dyþ vw

vz
Dz

where Dy and Dz denote distances from the subset center to
the arbitrary point ( y,z). The partial derivatives are included
to account for the non-uniform strain field that exists in the
subset. If the grain-scale heterogeneity in the undeformed
sample (as manifested by the statistical variation of CT-values)
was preserved in the deformed sample, then the correspon-
dence between undeformed and deformed coordinates of the
same material points in the sample can be identified by max-
imizing a normalized cross-correlation coefficient defined as
follows:

C

�
y; z; v;w;

vv

vy
;
vv

vz
;
vw

vy
;
vw

vz

�
¼

P
½Fðy; zÞGðy�; z�Þ�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ðFðy; zÞÞ2

P
ðGðy�; z�ÞÞ2

q

The values of y, z, v and w that maximize the function C will
provide the best estimates for the displacement and strain
fields within the subset of pixels. While the displacement gra-
dient terms have been demonstrated to improve the strain res-
olution in certain applications (Bruck et al., 1989), this was
not formally incorporated into the correlation algorithm here
because the quality of our data renders it very difficult to ex-
tract meaningful results from such a refined analysis. Indeed,
since the pixel values are averaged over the entire thickness
of the specimen, the small-scale texture of the image is not ex-
pected to hold after mechanical compaction and focus should
be placed on the correlation values associated with larger scale
heterogeneities such as laminations (size> 10 pixels). For
a similar reason we were not able to extract data on the lateral
displacement v due to its relatively small magnitude (as esti-
mated in a later section). Hence in this preliminary study,
DIC was used specifically to infer the axial displacement
w( y,z) by maximizing the cross-correlation function C( y,z,w).

In our implementation, we considered a subset made up
of 50 pixels in the lateral ( y) direction and 140 pixels in
the axial (z) direction, corresponding to a rectangular area of
w1� 3 mm2 (Fig. 4b). Each radiograph has 1600� 850
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pixels, from which an axial strip 50 pixels wide was first ex-
tracted. CT-values of the 50 pixels at the same axial location
were averaged laterally to give column vectors Fi and Gi

(with i¼ 1,.,1600) for the undeformed and deformed states,
respectively. From the column vector for the undeformed state,
we then selected a subset made up of 140 consecutive ele-
ments, to form a column vector fj (with j¼ 1,.,140) such
that fj ¼ Fi�1þj. Similarly a column vector go

j for the deformed
state was defined such that go

j ¼ Gi�1þj, and we then evaluated
the cross-correlation coefficient C for the column vectors fj
and go

j . The coefficient was evaluated in 40 additional itera-
tions; in each iteration the column vector for the deformed
state was selected from elements shifted in the axial direction
by n pixels, such that for the nth iteration it would be given by
the vector gn

j ¼ Giþn�1þj. Our iterations were performed within
an axial range of �20 pixels, so that n¼�20, �19,.0,.,19,
20. The value of n that maximized the coefficient C was then
multiplied by the pixel size to give a best estimate of the axial
displacement w at the center of rectangular area made up of
the 50� 140 pixels.

We then considered the next subset of 140 consecutive el-
ements in the undeformed state by shifting in the axial direc-
tion by 10 pixel lengths, which would revise the column vector
to attain values fj ¼ Fiþ9þj (with j¼ 1,.,140). The search for
the best estimate of axial displacement would then be pursued
in the same manner as discussed above. Repeating this process
at axial increments of 10 pixels we derived estimates of the ax-
ial displacement w (averaged laterally over 50 pixel widths or
1.06 mm) at 142 locations with axial spacing of 10 pixel
length or Dz¼ 0.2 mm.

Having completed this calculation for an axial strip, the
procedure was repeated for adjacent stripes by shifting later-
ally over a distance equivalent to 10 pixels. Hence for a given
axial location we would obtain 81 estimates of the axial dis-
placement at lateral spacing of 10 pixel width or Dy¼ 0.2 mm.
For each of the three samples we obtained a map of the axial
displacement characterized by a 142� 81 matrix at spacings
of Dy¼Dz¼ 0.2 mm. Estimations for the local strain compo-
nents 3zz and 3zy were then obtained by calculating the gradient
of the displacement values over vertical and horizontal sam-
ples of nine consecutive cells (w2 mm).

Before presenting our DIC it is important to address several
limitations of our methodology. First, it is assumed that the
only difference likely to be found between the two images
arises from internal deformation within the sample, with neg-
ligible contribution to the relative displacement from slight
changes in the positioning of the sample between the first
and second radiographs. To match a set of images that were
acquired at different times, in different conditions or with dif-
ferent sensors, various ‘‘image registration’’ techniques have
been developed in computer vision for the identification of
an optimal set of rigid body translations and rotations that
would maximize the correlation among pairs of images. How-
ever, most of these techniques implicitly assume that the im-
ages in the set are identical, but in our case the images of
the undeformed and deformed samples were not and therefore
these registration techniques are not directly applicable. Fig. 5
shows a rock sample with a dashed line representing the
marker we made on the exterior surface of the sample and
the six potential transformations (translations (1)e(3) and ro-
tations (a)e(c)) that could have occurred due to slight mis-
alignment of the marker from the first to the second
radiograph. Since we only considered data projected on the
plane of the radiograph, translation (1) can be discarded.
Translations (2) and (3) correspond to in-plane motions, which
could perturb the absolute displacement by adding or subtract-
ing a constant value along both axes. However, such constant
displacements do not contribute to the strain field which
depends only on relative displacements. Rotations (a) and
(b) would be minimal if at least one of the end surfaces of
the cylindrical sample remained flat after it had been com-
pacted. Finally, rotation (c) may distort an oblique band in
the image, but since special care was taken to accurately posi-
tion the markers in both runs we expect this effect to be small.

Second, it is assumed that the irrecoverable deformation
experienced by samples RotP3, RotQ3 and RotH4 was domi-
nated by pure shortening in the axial direction, so that the
transverse deformation can be neglected. The error so intro-
duced can be estimated from our mechanical data if one as-
sumes that potential thickening is distributed evenly along
the sample tested. Using the Young’s modulus and bulk mod-
ulus inferred from elastic deformation, one can evaluate the
elastic strains at a given stress state which can then be sub-
tracted from the total strains to give the plastic strains. For
the conventional triaxial configuration, Wong et al. (1997) de-
fined the inelastic compaction factor D3p

n=D3p to be the ratio
between the plastic volumetric strain and plastic axial strain.
Following their approach we inferred the inelastic compaction

Fig. 5. Rock sample with the dashed line indicating the projection plane of the

radiographs. Six potential transformations (three translations and three rota-

tions) may occur due to slight misalignment of the sample during the acquisi-

tion of the second radiograph after the experiment.
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factors in samples RotP3, RotQ3 and RotH4 to be 0.89, 0.85
and 0.83, respectively, on the basis of data from the onset of
shear-enhanced compaction to 1% of plastic volumetric strain.
In our calculations we used a bulk modulus value of 6.7 GPa
(inferred from the slope of the hydrostat) and Young’s modu-
lus values of 11.7, 9.5 and 8.5 GPa (inferred from the initial
slopes of the stressestrain curves in Fig. 3) for samples
RotP3, RotQ3 and RotH4, respectively. Recently Baud et al.
(in press) suggested the use of the plastic Poisson’s ratio np,
defined in terms of the ratio between the plastic transverse
and axial strains ð�d3

p
3=d3

p
1Þ which is linearly related to the in-

elastic compaction factor by np ¼ ð1� D3p
n=D3pÞ=2. The plas-

tic Poisson’s ratio is equal to 0.06, 0.08 and 0.09 for our three
Rothbach sandstone samples cored in different orientations,
which implies that the permanent axial strains (averaged
over the sample length) are larger than the transverse strains
(averaged over the sample diameter) by an order of magnitude.
As will be shown in the next paragraph, an overall axial short-
ening of 8e14 pixels was observed depending on the sample.
After accounting for the length-to-diameter ratio of about 2:1
a transverse expansion of <1 pixel would then be expected,
a feature difficult to resolve by DIC unless we had used a sig-
nificantly smaller pixel dimension.

Lastly, during the iteration process the displacement mea-
surement routine may encounter difficulties in that poor coher-
ence between profiles may produce noises with high spatial
frequency manifested by anomalously high displacement gra-
dients between neighboring windows (Bay et al., 1999). We
filtered out such noises by allowing a maximum gradient value
of 5 pixels along the 10 pixels separating these windows. Ev-
ery discarded displacement value was replaced by the one in
the preceding cell.

5. Strain localization and spatial distribution of damage

To describe the failure modes we will adopt the classifica-
tion of deformation bands presented recently by Aydin et al.
(2006). Deformation bands are structures that develop by the
localization of strain into narrow tabular bands. A deformation
band is classified kinematically as a ‘‘shear’’ or ‘‘volumetric’’
deformation band according to whether the localized deforma-
tion is predominantly by shearing or volume change. The lo-
calized deformation in a shear band may involve a certain
amount of volume increase or decrease, and accordingly these
bands can be further distinguished to be either ‘‘compactive’’
or ‘‘dilatant’’ shear bands. If a volumetric deformation band
was solely subjected to volume reduction or expansion, it is
called a ‘‘compaction band’’ or ‘‘dilation band’’. Based on
their experimental observations (primarily on compaction
bands), Baud et al. (2004) proposed to further refine the clas-
sification of deformation bands: a localized structure that has
a thickness of only a few (say �3) grains is referred to as
a ‘‘discrete band’’, whereas thicker structures are called ‘‘dif-
fuse band’’.

After the X-ray radiographs had been acquired, the de-
formed samples were cut along the plane as indicated by the
marker in Fig. 5 and petrographic thin sections were prepared.
The spatial distribution of damage was quantified under an op-
tical microscope. The thin section was divided into elemental
squares 750 mm wide, and following Louis et al. (2005) and
Menéndez et al. (1996) we defined a damage index in terms
of the crack density (average number n of cracks per grain).
The damage index has a value of I for an elemental square
with 0 � n < 2, II for 2 � n < 5 cracks, III for 5 � n < 10
cracks and IV for n 	 10. Fig. 6 presents typical microstruc-
tures associated with these four levels of damage. It can be
seen that the stress-induced damage was primarily due to grain
crushing and pore collapse, as described by Bésuelle et al.
(2003).

Fig. 7 shows the axial displacements (averaged over the di-
ameter) in the three samples evaluated by DIC. To help visu-
alize the general trends the data were smoothed and
interpolated to derive the continuous profiles shown in color.
There are fundamental differences among the average dis-
placement profiles for the three samples. First, the axial short-
ening of sample RotQ3 was w50% larger than those of the
other two samples. This contrast can be attributed to differ-
ences in the Young’s moduli of the samples tested but also
to the unknown fraction of irrecoverable strain at the samples
ends that could not be estimated due to the highly irregular and
fragile nature of these zones. Second, while the profile for
sample RotH4 shows an almost linear trend, the profiles for
samples RotP3 and RotQ3 are characterized by several local-
ized zones with anomalously large gradients in average axial
displacement. In sample RotP3 at least four such zones can
be discerned, and similarly two such zones can be identified
Fig. 6. Microstructure associated with the four levels of crack density (IeIV). The crack density range corresponding to each damage level is as indicated.
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Fig. 7. Vertical displacement profiles averaged over the width for samples RotP3, RotQ3 and RotH4. Sample RotQ3 exhibits a relatively large overall shortening.

While sample RotH4 shows an almost linear trend, samples RotP3 and RotQ3 show nonlinear fluctuations indicative of strain localization.
in sample RotQ3. To map out the spatial heterogeneity in
strain corresponding to such nonlinear variations in displace-
ment, the 142� 81 matrix for each sample that characterizes
the spatial distribution of axial displacement w at spacings
of Dy¼Dz¼ 0.2 mm was differentiated with respect to y
and z to derive the displacement gradients vw=vy and vw=vz.

Fig. 8a and b shows the spatial distribution of CT-values for
sample RotP3 and the axial strain 3zz ¼ vw=vz inferred from
DIC, respectively. This sample was cored perpendicular to
bedding, and at least five planar features with relatively high
density can be identified from the distribution of CT-values.
The DIC indicates three localized zones with relatively high
strains (up to 3� 10�3) which have extended across the
sample subparallel to bedding. We marked with dashed white
lines in these figures the area over which the damage index
was characterized. The damage data were interpolated to
give the damage map shown in Fig. 8c. Under the optical mi-
croscope we also delineated zones of relatively low porosity
that correspond to bedding, and they are highlighted in white
in Fig. 8d. Comparison of Fig. 8b and c establishes the spatial
correspondence between strain localization features (inferred
from DIC) and intense damage (inferred from microstructural
Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of the (a) X-ray attenuation values and (b) local axial strain in sample RotP3 cored perpendicular to the bedding. (c) Damage map

obtained from thin section analysis. The white stripes in (d) are dense laminae identified from thin section. The white dotted line in (a) and (b) mark the area

covered by the damage map (c).
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observations). Since these features are subperpendicular to s1

with widths on the order of several grain diameters, we will
classify them as ‘‘diffuse compaction bands’’. In this sample
these volumetric deformation bands typically developed in
more porous regions that fall outside the five relatively dense
zones associated with bedding, indicating that the develop-
ment of compaction localization was inhibited inside the bed-
ding laminations.

Fig. 9a and b shows the spatial distribution of CT-values for
sample RotQ3 and the axial strain inferred from DIC, respec-
tively. This sample was cored at 45� to bedding, and at least
three planar features with relatively high density can be iden-
tified. The DIC indicates a high-strain zone subparallel to bed-
ding that is located near the lower end of the sample. There is
also a very diffuse high-strain zone that almost covers the up-
per half of the sample. Its geometry is suggestive of a diffuse
deformation band parallel to the bedding that cuts across the
sample, intersected by several shorter deformation bands along
the conjugate direction. We marked with dashed white lines in
these figures the area over which the damage index was char-
acterized. Again comparison of Fig. 9b with the damage map
in Fig. 9c establishes the spatial correspondence between
strain localization and intense damage. Since these features
are oriented at w45� to s1, we will classify them as ‘‘compac-
tive shear bands’’. In this sample the compactive shear bands
seem to develop also in more porous regions that fall outside
the three zones associated with bedding (Fig. 9a and d), thus
indicating that the development of shear localization was in-
hibited in the bedding laminations.
The sample RotH4 was cored parallel to bedding, which is
highlighted by the relatively thin zones of low density shown
in Fig. 10a. In contrast to the other two samples, the strain map
(Fig. 10b) does not reveal any continuous deformation bands
with anomalously high strain cutting across this sample.
This is not surprising in light of the almost linear trend of dis-
placement shown in Fig. 7. The absence of strain localization
is manifested by a spatial distribution of damage that seems
homogeneous (Fig. 10c). Overall the magnitudes of permanent
strain and damage in this sample are lower than those in the
other two samples.

If the lateral displacement v and its gradient vv=vz can be
neglected, then the shear strain can be approximated by 3zy ¼
ð1=2Þðvw=vyÞ. From the mechanical data we inferred that the
displacement component v was smaller than the axial displace-
ment w by an order of magnitude. Unless v fluctuates over axial
distances that are shorter than the wavelengths of the strain lo-
calization (Figs. 8b and 9b) by as much as an order of magni-
tude, we would expect the gradient vv=vz to be so small that it
can be neglected. Using this approximation we calculated the
strain components 3zz and 3zy from the axial displacement field
inferred by DIC. Assuming a two-dimensional strain field (with
3yy z 0) we can then use Mohr circle analysis to evaluate the
principal strains and their orientations (Fig. 11). The principal
strains will be denoted by 3M and 3m, with 3M 	 3m.

The principal strain 3M in all three samples was inferred to
be compressive with magnitude comparable to the axial strain
3zz. In contrast the principal strain 3m had relatively small mag-
nitude, and it was actually extensile in many locations. In the
Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of the (a) X-ray attenuation values and (b) local axial strain in sample RotQ3 cored at angle 45� to the bedding. (c) Damage map ob-

tained from thin section analysis. The white stripes in (d) are dense laminae identified from thin section. The white dotted line in (a) and (b) marks the area covered

by the damage map (c).
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Fig. 10. Spatial distribution of the (a) X-ray attenuation values and (b) local axial strain in sample RotH4 cored parallel to the bedding. (c) Damage map obtained

from thin section analysis.
two samples RotP3 and RotQ3 locations with relative high
values of 3M (Fig. 11a and b) are usually associated with rel-
atively high values of 3zz (Figs. 8b and 9b) and orientation
of this principal strain were predominantly subparallel to s1.
In sample RotH4 magnitudes of the principal strains were
small. The strain distribution was relatively homogeneous
and orientation of the principal strain 3M was deviated appre-
ciably from the s1 direction.

6. Discussion

In typical DIC applications, the images are acquired in situ
while the sample is being deformed. In a triaxial compression
configuration this is not very practical unless pressure vessels
with optically transparent windows are specially designed for
this purpose. It was therefore necessary in our study to deform
the jacketed sample inside the pressure vessel and then retrieve
it after the experiment so that the radiograph of the failed sam-
ple can be acquired. Even though special care was undertaken
to ensure the accurate positioning of the exterior marker
(Fig. 5), there were many uncertainties which might introduce
ambiguities into the interpretation of the strain distribution in-
ferred by DIC. Nevertheless, our preliminary results demon-
strate the feasibility of this approach for mapping out strain
localization in triaxially compressed rock samples. Although
the thin sections analyzed are representative of a plane only
(what may explain some of the apparent discrepancies with
the strain maps in Figs. 8 and 9), quantitative characterization
of the spatial distribution of damage provides validation of our
strain data. Since the microstructural observations were te-
dious and time-consuming, the methodology developed here
using DIC of CT image provides an efficient and effective
alternative.

This feasibility study suggests several directions for future
research. The acquisition of X-ray CT data with smaller voxel
sizes would allow more comprehensive mapping of the 3D
strain field at higher resolutions. As emphasized before an ad-
vantage of DIC is that it is not restricted to samples that are
homogeneous or isotropic, and therefore the technique is par-
ticularly appropriate for applications related to a material as
complex as a rock. In this study an ‘‘industrial’’ CT was
used for the imaging, but it should be noted that significantly
more refined resolution is available using synchrotron CT (e.g.
Fredrich et al., 2006).

We have focused on the compactive failure in a porous
sandstone associated with strong bedding anisotropy. Three
samples were cored in different orientations relative to bed-
ding, and by imaging the samples that failed under identical
pressure conditions and at comparable strain our data under-
score the significant control of bedding over the failure
mode. The samples show three fundamentally different pat-
terns of strain localization. While diffuse compaction bands
developed in the sample RotP3 cored perpendicular to bed-
ding, compactive shear bands were observed in RotQ3 cored
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Fig. 11. Direction and magnitude of local principal strains obtained by diagonalization using calculated values of 3zz and 3zy and assuming 3yy to be zero in samples

RotP3 (a), RotQ3 (b) and RotH4 (c).
at 45� to bedding. Hence the bedding seems to have guided the
development of the diffuse deformation bands. It has also
apparently controlled the location of strain localization since
the compactive failure developed primarily in regions outside
the relatively dense laminations. In the sample RotH4 cored
parallel to bedding, the strain and damage were smaller and
relatively distributed. It is plausible that the laminations acted
as the stress-supporting framework, thus alleviating strain
localization in the more porous zones.

We have considered samples deformed under only one
effective pressure condition. To gain a deeper understanding
of the influence of bedding anisotropy on the mechanics of
strain localization and micromechanics of failure, it is desir-
able to extend the investigation to a wider range of pressure
conditions. Such a systematic study is currently conducted in
our laboratory and we intend to present the related results in
a future publication.
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